Upcoming Events – Part 2
Steve Johnson, Alaskan Essences

4, 5 May. Helping Animals Heal. A workshop on using vibrational essences with the Animal
Kingdom. Those of you who were at the Space Clearing weekend in Townhill will have heard
Maria rave about Steve’s range of essences and indeed experienced their use. For further
information, contact the UK distributor, Don Dennis at the International Flower Essence
Repertoire on 01428-741 572 or email flower@atlas.co.uk. You might also like to check out
Steve’s website at www.alaskanessences.com
11, 12 May. Space Clearing with the Alaskan Essences. Workshop on using the Alaskan
essences with the Seven Star Blessing method of Space Clearing as taught by Denise Linn.
Susie and Maria both use Steve’s essences in our practices and Denise recommend his sprays
and essences very highly. From what Maria knows of Steve (they completed their Practioner
Training together), this should be excellent. For more information, contact Don Dennis (as
above).

Christian Kyriacou
9 March, Kingston, Surrey. Mysticism, Alchemy & Magic of our Landscapes & Home
Environments, with Peter Dawkins and Eileen Rawson
27, 28 July, Devizes, Wilts, at the annual Crop Circle Conference. Crop Circle Harmonics
“Experience with the group voice harmonics, the sounds generated by the sacred geometry
structures of Crop Circles – an audio visual experience – see, hear and feel the power!”

8, 9, 10, 11 August, Gaunt’s House, Wimbourne, Dorset. Sacred Sound & the Alchemy of
Space – Environmental Space Clearing, Dowsing and Harmonising. Environmental Space Clearing
of Geopathic Stress, Dowsing, Voice Work and Sanskrit for high level Clearing and Harmonising space.

23, 24 November, Colet House, London. Healing Spaces in the Environment, with Peter
Dawkins and Kristen Hummel, organised by the Gatekeeper Trust. A conference with experienced
geomancers looking at the various geomantic issues, such as geopathic stress and geo-psychic disturbance,
which affect our homes, our environments and our health, with suggestions as to how to heal and make the world
a safer place to live in. These concerns are becoming more and more acute in our industrialised and cramped
society, often with severe results. A wide and better knowledge of these matters and how to cope with them is,
therefore, becoming increasingly vital as every day passes.

For further information on any of these courses contact Christian Kyriacou on 020-8541 1700
or email christian@kyriacou.com. His website is at www.kyriacou.com.

The Earth School
2 March, Holycombe, Whichford, nr Shipston on Stour, Warickshire, near the Rollright Stones.
Cycles of Life, facilitated by Jude Stammers, will “ work with the creative essence of FIRE to
explore how, by consciously working with the energies and cycles of the Cosmos and the Earth
we can achieve greater harmony and balance in the cycles of our lives.”
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4 May, Glastonbury. The Angelic and Elemental World, facilitated by Olivia Wilson, from the
School of Insight and Intuition, “will explore the element of AIR, and how working with the
hidden worlds of nature spirits, elementals and angels continues the process of manifesting the
new vision.”
3 August, Avebury. Sound , Harmony and Sacred Landscapes, facilitated by Christian
Kyriacou, “will explore the resonant energies of sacred landscape and sacred architecture,
working with the essence of the element of WATER.”
2 November, Nr Saffron Walden, centre of the eastern circle of Perpetual Choirs. Geomancy
and Ecology, facilitated by Fiona Hopes, will look at “learning to live and work in harmony with
the element of EARTH, finding ways to tread lightly as we take forward our new vision.”
28, 29 September, nr Avebury, GLOBAL GEOMANCY CONFERENCE. This conference will
bring together many well-known practising geomancers of our time, and should be a
stimulating, challenging and fun weekend.
Other Jude Stammers Workshops
27 and 28 April, London
3, 4 and 5 May, Bath.
Coming Home, our Journey into Wholeness. “In this interactive and experiential workshop, we
will explore our multi-dimensional soular heritage, increase our awareness of the universal
wisdom teachings that now, more than ever, offer us guidance and learn how to practically
ground our expanded understanding in all aspects of our lives.”
For further information regarding this workshop or any of the Earth School events, please
contact Suzie Lee-Vickers on 01672-540 466 ore email suzie_lee-vickers@lineone.net.
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